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ABSTRACT

SURFACE REALIZATION
USING A FEATURIZED SYNTACTIC
STATISTICAL LANGUAGE MODEL

Thomas L. Packer
Department of Computer Science
Master of Science

An important challenge in natural language surface realization is the generation
of grammatical sentences from incomplete sentence plans. Realization can be broken
into a two-stage process consisting of an over-generating rule-based module followed
by a ranker that outputs the most probable candidate sentence based on a statistical
language model. Thus far, an n-gram language model has been evaluated in this context. More sophisticated syntactic knowledge is expected to improve such a ranker.
In this thesis, a new language model based on featurized functional dependency syntax was developed and evaluated. Generation accuracies and cross-entropy for the
new language model did not beat the comparison bigram language model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
People all over the world prefer to learn new information by reading or listening to
that information in their first language, resorting to tables, graphs and occasionally
pictures when necessary to supplement the written or spoken word. In this modern
world full of data smog (Shenk, 1997) there is a lot of information being recorded every
day, and a lot (perhaps all) of that information is not recorded in everybody’s first
language. There is weather data collected daily that needs to be communicated to
you when it looks threatening. There are newspapers written in foreign countries that
may contain valuable clues to the future of your nation’s security. In short, there is
a need for automatic methods for presenting information in your first language. The
process of automatically transforming information into a chosen human language is
called natural language generation (NLG).
There is a spectrum of approaches to the natural language generation challenge
ranging from canned text systems in which each output text is hand written once
before production, to feature-based systems which decompose a planned output into
features representing each of the myriad choices available to the system during production (Cole et al., 1996). It is easy to produce human-quality output with a system
on the canned-text end of the spectrum, but versatility and reusability are very poor
1

and the ability to insert more than a few trivial, distinct pieces of information into
the planned output is not possible.
The topic of this thesis is the more general-purpose processes on the opposite end
of the spectrum that are much more sophisticated and therefore more difficult.
Within the field of computer science, natural language processing (NLP) is the
area that develops tools to process human languages.

There are many important

unsolved tasks in NLP. Some of the more challenging applications include translating
between languages, automatically documenting technical data, conversing in dialog
with a human user, and summarizing texts. In these and a few other important NLP
tasks, natural language generation can be a key component.
Some of the pieces of a natural language generation system will necessarily be
unique to the system.

For example, a module which reads meteorological data

as input to generation could not be used to read Chinese as a source language in
translation. But depending on how the generation process is structured, some of the
processes involved can be reused for more than one system. The process that most, if
not all, generation applications have in common is the last one, the one most closely
tied to the output language itself. The name used in this thesis for this process is
surface realization.
Over the past 40 or so years, there have been many attempts to produce a language
generator, and over the past 30 years there have been several attempts to produce
a versatile and robust surface realizer able to cover the full range of expressiveness
of a language like English for a wide variety of applications. To get a sense of how
far we have come in those years, and how far we have yet to go, here is a pair of
sentences.

The first is the reference sentence (the intended output of a generator)

and the second is the corresponding output sentence produced by a state-of-the-art
generator:
2

Franklin said it expects to report earnings for the latest quarter next week.
Franklin said reports for late quarter earnings next week it expected.

As you can see, the generated sentence contains the gist of the target’s meaning, but suffers from phrase placement and verb feature problems. The system that
produced this is called HALogen (Langkilde-Geary, 2002a; Langkilde-Geary, Submitted). The HALogen realizer has two main goals: (1) broad coverage of language
and breadth of expressible meaning and (2) natural and grammatical output in the
face of underspecified inputs. These two goals roughly correspond to the two modules in its two-phase structure. First, a symbolic generation module produces many
candidate output sentences by applying a relatively simple set of rules not meant
to be complete enough to prevent all grammatical mistakes. (Adding rules to prevent ungrammaticality would also limit coverage.) Second, a ranking module uses a
statistical language model to pick the best sentence among the candidates.
Thus far, results of applying an n-gram language model in the HALogen ranker
have been published (Langkilde-Geary, Submitted; Langkilde-Geary, 2002b; Langkilde and Knight, 1998b). The research described in this thesis was concerned with
improving the grammaticality of the realization output given a high degree of underspecification in the system input. In pursuit of this goal, the n-gram language model
was replaced by a featurized syntactic language model stored in a Bayesian network.
This research is unique because to my knowledge no similar syntactic model has been
used for realization or for smoothing syntax models.
This thesis is organized into chapters describing the background, methods, evaluations and conclusions of this research.

More specifically, the thesis contains the

following:
Chapter 2 presents the context in which the current research lies by reviewing
past work and foundational concepts related to surface realization (2.1), the use of
3

statistical language models in NLP (2.2), and the use of Bayesian networks to model
data (2.3).
Chapter 3 describes the methods employed in the current research, including the
featurized functional dependency model of syntax (3.1), the decomposition of sentence
probabilities into word (3.2) and word feature (3.3) probabilities, the use of Bayesian
networks in representing feature distributions (3.4), the learning of the network’s
structure from corpus statistics (3.5), and finally the calculation of the probability of
a candidate output sentence (3.6).
Chapter 4 evaluates these methods in the context of a working surface realizer,
HALogen. First, the experiments are described in terms of the information found in
the underspecified inputs to the HALogen symbolic generation module and the overgenerated intermediate sentences that are passed on to the ranking module (4.1).
Second, the results of applying the new methods to generating sentences from underspecified inputs are presented (4.2). Third, these results are discussed with an eye
toward future work (4.3).
Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and is followed by references and two example files
in the appendix.

4

Chapter 2
Background
2.1

Natural Language Generation
Natural language generation (NLG) is the process of automatically generating

natural language sentences (i.e. text) from some other representation medium. In the
most common architecture called “the consensus architecture” (Reiter, 1994) or “the
standard pipeline architecture” (Cahill et al., 1999), the generation process consists
of a sequence of the following three steps and is illustrated in figure 2.1 (Rambow and
Korelsky, 1992; Reiter, 1994; Elhadad and Robin, 1996; Cahill et al., 1999):
1. text planning
2. sentence planning
3. surface realization
Not all generation systems use all three steps, and each system may distribute
its linguistic decisions among these modules in slightly different ways, so the module
names are not meant to precisely define what each module does.
Each of these three processes is relatively independent of the other two in that
one module only receives information about the current generation task from the
5

Figure 2.1: The standard pipeline architecture for natural language generation.

module preceding it in the pipeline (Reiter, 1994), and each can have access to its own
knowledge sources.

This doesn’t mean that the knowledge sources cannot contain

similar information, but rather that the knowledge one module uses need not be the
same as that used by another, which allows each module to be developed in isolation
and to take advantage of diverse and complementary types of information.
In generating text, the NLG system initially has access to the information to be
communicated, e.g. the technical data to be documented.

During text planning

(also called content determination), the system transforms select information from
its initial input into an (ideally language-independent) representation of the semantic and rhetorical content of the final output, e.g. the ideas, events, relationships,
and other propositions to be communicated. During sentence planning (also called
content organization), the system makes grammatical decisions about how the propositions previously determined should be represented in a particular natural language,
e.g. what word-level semantic units, grammatical relationships and sentence or clause
groupings should be chosen to represent the semantic information. During surface
realization (also called sentence realization, linguistic realization and surface generation), the system takes the individual sentence plans made by the previous module
6

and creates human-readable sentence text by making the final decisions about words,
their inflections and their order. This process is further illustrated in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: The standard pipeline architecture for natural language generation depicting the inputs and outputs of each module.
All three modules together comprise a large system and a hard challenge to solve
all at once.

One benefit of such a pipeline architecture is that more knowledge of

different types can be leveraged. For example, some NLG researchers have produced
hybrid systems consisting of a symbolic sentence generator followed by a statistical
sentence ranker that can fill in the gaps of the symbolic knowledge using a separate statistical knowledge source (Knight and Hatzivassiloglou, 1995; Bangalore and
Rambow, 2000b; Bangalore and Rambow, 2000a; Langkilde-Geary, 2002a). Another
benefit of decomposing NLG into smaller processes recognized by many researchers
is that progress can be made on constructing one process with little knowledge of
the details of the other two and this progress can be readily communicated to and
utilized by others who recognize each component (Elhadad and Robin, 1996). Broad
reusability of modules requires a well defined interface between each module, which
is an issue that was not addressed in this research.
This three-step pipeline is not without its problems. For example, all linguistic
decisions done in one module should be final and complete, but it is hard—if not
impossible—for researchers to agree on one distinct set of linguistic decisions that can
be made in any of the three modules. In practice, this means that early linguistic
7

commitments in one module may be found to be wrong in the next, and these decisions
must either be left alone or undone by the next module. There is no backtracking
or feedback between modules.

2.1.1

Thesis Statement

The research of this thesis lies within the framework of the standard pipeline architecture. It was hypothesized that giving the surface realizer more sophisticated
linguistic knowledge, namely a statistical featurized dependency syntax model, could
help lessen the need for the sentence planner to make complete and perfect decisions
about the sentence plans it passes on to the surface realizer.

To provide back-

ground for the evaluation of this hypothesis, further discussion of surface realization,
linearization, and evaluation measurements will now be given.

2.1.2

Realization

In the standard pipeline architecture outlined above, realization is the last step
in the process of generating natural language.

It is a process that takes as input

a sentence plan, which is a description of the content of a sentence. This sentence
plan may contain mostly semantic information, but it may also contain some of the
grammatical structure and some of the lexical content of the language to be produced.
This input can also describe one sentence at a time, and in one system, HALogen
(the system used in this research), it can be specific and detailed enough to completely
constrain the choices of potential output sentences to one. This is fine, because any
information the sentence planner has that would make the job of the surface realizer
easier should be passed on. It would therefore be the job of the surface realizer to
directly and deterministically produce the single sentence defined by its input. (Most
realizers will produce a single output sentence, not because there is only one sentence
8

specified by the sentence planner but because of decisions the realizer makes that
deliberately ignore alternatives.)
But the input description need not be, and usually is not, so complete.

What

kinds of information could be missing? In the context of machine translation, Knight
and Hatzivassiloglou list two sources of knowledge gaps any module may face: (1)
knowledge missing from the knowledge sources used by that module and (2) information missing from the input to the module (which may ultimately come from the
knowledge sources of a previous module) (Knight and Hatzivassiloglou, 1995). The
research in this thesis focuses on knowledge gaps in the input to the surface realizer.
Here are three examples of such knowledge gaps which (Knight and Hatzivassiloglou,
1995) found while translating from Japanese to English:

• The Japanese analyzer cannot correctly represent number, definiteness, or time
because they are unmarked in the source language.
• The generator cannot correctly choose between “finger” or “digit” because the
generation lexicon does not mark rare words and does not distinguish between
near synonyms.
• The generator cannot correctly choose between “on the field” and “on the end
zone” because the generation lexicon does not contain enough collocation knowledge.

Because of the difficulty in creating complete knowledge sources for a generation
module, it makes sense for each module to use as much knowledge as is available to it
to fill in these inherited knowledge gaps. In particular, it makes sense for a surface
realizer to be designed to make the best decisions it can in the face of incomplete
information taken from the sentence planner, such as unspecified inflections, function
words, lexical selections, and constituent orderings.
9

And since the surface realizer

is closer to the language being produced than the other modules, in terms of what
information it processes, it may be easier to automatically acquire some kinds of
knowledge for use in the surface realizer than for its predecessor modules. The surface
realizer would therefore have to infer missing information from the other information
it is given to produce a “good” sentence.
The research presented in this thesis evaluates a new method for making realization decisions, such as linearization, in the face of a low level of input completeness.
This method is similar to the approaches taken by (Knight and Hatzivassiloglou,
1995) and (Langkilde-Geary, Submitted) in that it uses statistical knowledge which
is relatively easy to acquire to fill in the gaps of hand written symbolic knowledge,
and will be described in more detail in chapter 3.

2.1.3

Evaluation of Realization

How can one measure how good a generated sentence is? Goodness may be defined
in various ways depending on the application, including how natural, understandable
or grammatical the language is, or how closely the text mimics a chosen style of
writing, or the breadth of style that can be generated. In this research, good will mean
grammatical, intelligible, and natural sounding English, over an arbitrarily broad
range of styles and genres.

This definition is appropriate for any general purpose

generator that is intended to be used in place of human writers for a wide variety
of generation tasks. Unfortunately, it would take many hours of human evaluation
to determine such a subtle measurement of goodness for a set of output sentences
sufficiently large to constitute a meaningful empirical evaluation. Therefore, as with
studies on machine translation, automatic methods of estimating goodness will be
used.
To estimate the quality of output quantitatively, correctness of output is mea10

sured in three ways: exact match, Simple String Accuracy (SSA), and the IBM Bleu
score (Papineni et al., 2001). Each metric compares a generated sentence to a gold
standard, human-produced reference sentence. Some corpus of test sentences must
be chosen as a set of references. In this study, section 23 of the Penn Treebank will
be used for the reason of practicality and to compare this study to other studies that
use the same corpus. These three metrics will be explained in more detail in Section
4.2.

2.1.4

Past Approaches to Realization

How has realization been done in the past?

There are four surface realizers

which have undergone large scale (empirical) evaluations using a third-party test corpus. Each uses a different combination of symbolic, statistical, n-gram and syntactic
information.
The FERGUS system (Bangalore and Rambow, 2000a; Bangalore and Rambow,
2000b) does only linearization.

It takes as input a dependency tree with nodes

labeled with fully inflected words.

There are three stages of processing.

First,

given a stochastic XTAG tree model, each node is labeled with the supertag that is
most probable given that node’s children as found in the input structure. Second,
multiple sentences are produced consisting of all orderings of the lexemes in this
semi-specified derivation tree that are consistent with the XTAG grammar. Third,
a trigram language model is used to rank these word sequences.
The Amalgam system (Gamon et al., 2002; Corston-Oliver et al., 2002; Ringger et
al., 2004) generates sentence strings from predicate-argument graphs using a sequence
of linguistic operations that make a broad range of sentence planning and realization
decisions. These operations rely on both machine-learned and hand-coded knowledge
sources. The ordering of constituents is done in a distinct and specialized operation,
11

using a statistical model conditioned on some of the lexical, syntactic and semantic features of the constituent to be ordered, and its head, parent and grandparent
constituents.

Constituent order is determined by repeatedly asking the statistical

model this question about each of the as-yet unordered constituents: “Should this
constituent be placed next in the growing list of ordered constituents?”.
The FUF/SURGE system (Elhadad and Robin, 1996; Callaway, 2003) uses symbolic processing from start to finish. It transforms a hierarchical set of feature-value
pairs into a human readable sentence using many symbolic rules, including rules to
prevent over-generation, rules to provide default values for missing features and rules
that constrain linear precedence among syntactic constituents, e.g. “subject, verbgroup, indirect-object, direct-object” for active voiced sentences.

Figure 2.3: The HALogen Surface Realizer.
The HALogen system (Langkilde-Geary, Submitted; Langkilde-Geary, 2002b; Langkilde and Knight, 1998b; Langkilde and Knight, 1998a; Langkilde-Geary, 2000) consists
of a pipeline of two processes (see figure 2.3). The first process consists of a set of
hand-coded rules that transform a logical structure into a large set of alternate output
12

sentences. The second process applies a statistical language model (SLM) to choose
the most probable of these sentences. Several SLMs are possible. Previously published is the application of bigram and trigram models in several experiments which
differ in the type of information found in the input to the first module. “Knowledge
gaps” in this input are implicitly passed on to the second module in the form of more
candidate output sentences to rank.
In some experiments involving more fully specified inputs, HALogen achieved
much higher accuracies than in the experiments involving underspecified inputs. This
is to be expected because fewer decisions are left for the realizer to make. But inputs
of lower specificity are more common in real applications and are harder to deal with,
require more sophisticated knowledge and decision-making capabilities, and would
better demonstrate the abilities of a new realization module.

2.2

Statistical Language Models
Our goal in natural language generation (NLG) is the production of “good” sen-

tences, meaning grammatical, natural sounding, and intelligible.

There are many

ways in which “good” may be predicted or evaluated, both internally and externally
to the generator. An approximation used in statistical NLP is defined in terms of
likelihood. A sentence that is more likely to occur is probably better than one that is
less likely to occur. The challenge with this approach is designing and constructing a
statistical language model (SLM) that can estimate the true probability of all strings
in a language accurately with current resources.
What good is a statistical language model? There have been many applications
devised for SLMs, including the following (Rosenfeld, 2000): speech recognition, machine translation, document classification, optical character recognition, information
retrieval, handwriting recognition, spelling correction, parsing, and generation.
13

There are three main tasks involved in statistical modeling, whether it be statistical language modeling or otherwise:

1. Define the structure of the model.
2. Estimate the free model parameters from training data.
3. Implement the model in the chosen application.

In the first task, a structure must be chosen that includes just those variables and
their relationships that are meaningful and discriminating, or in other words that
promote the accuracy of the whole model. Each target feature or variable for which
a probability is needed as part of the model will be related to zero or more conditioning
variables by the chosen structure of the model. (Throughout this thesis, features will
generally refer to aspects of the natural language, e.g. tense of a verb, that can
be modeled by variables which are elements of an SLM.) Using more conditioning
variables can help partition the behaviors of a target variable into more consistent
distributions. This is most clearly exemplified in deterministic systems in which a
target variable will have all of its probability mass located on a single value for each
combination of its conditioning variables, assuming the right conditioning variables
are chosen.
With more conditioning variables comes more power of discrimination. But with
more conditioning variables also come more parameters to estimate. (In this thesis,
the term parameter refers to a quantity representing the frequency at which a target
variable takes on a particular value in the context of some combination of the values
of all of its conditioning variables.) Having too many variables, and hence too many
parameters to estimate, can cause two problems when we go on to the second and
third steps in statistical modeling:
14

• Sparse data: The more model parameters there are, the fewer training examples
there are per parameter to be used to estimate that parameter.
• Complexity:

The more variables there are, the greater the time and space

requirements there are to build and apply the model.
Sometimes simplifying assumptions can be made which seem to violate the actual
structure of the phenomenon being modeled. But these simplifying assumptions may
be beneficial in trading some structural accuracy for parameter-estimating accuracy.
For example, in an n-gram model, the size of n is often reduced to 2 or 3 for reasons
of accuracy and efficiency even though this violates known syntactic structure of
language. This trade-off is further discussed below.
When the structure of the model has been established, two similar but disjoint
corpora of real sentences are used. The first is used to estimate the parameters of
the model and the second is used to evaluate the resulting model’s accuracy. One
of the obvious challenges with language modeling is the fact that a training corpus
will never contain all of the sentences we wish to generate.

This problem can be

overcome by how we model a sentence.
How has language been modeled in the past?

The naive method which I use

as a starting point from which to compare the other models is the following. The
probability of a sentence is the frequency of that sentence in the training corpus. Why
is this approach bad? Because most reasonable sentences will be given a probability
of 0 because they do not occur in the training set. Furthermore, most unreasonable
sentences will also be given the same probability, and there is no way to distinguish
between good and bad. This is an extreme example of the sparse data problem that
should become less and less damaging for better and better models.
A principle needed in building a more useful model is to model the structure of the
phenomenon by identifying meaningful variables and their relationships that occur
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frequently. The most obvious structural units of language are words, and the most
obvious relationship between words are adjacency and linear sequence. Decomposing
language this way allows us to formulate the probability of a sentence in terms of the
probabilities of each word using the chain rule:

P (S) = P (w1 ) · P (w2|w1 ) · P (w3 |w1, w2 ) · · · ·

The probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of each word given
that word’s history which contains all previous words in the sentence. This model is
little better than our starting point because of all the variables involved (each word
in the sentence) and the tens of thousands of values of each variable. This produces
many parameters to estimate, one parameter for each combination of the values of
the conditioning and the conditioned words.
A related model called the n-gram model makes the simplifying Markov assumption that the probability of each word only depends on the previous n − 1 words.
N-grams are easy to learn from data because they are computed directly from counts
of adjacent word n-tuples.

No syntactic knowledge is necessary to produce these

counts. The value of n may vary from 1 to any larger integer. The larger the value
of n, the more discriminating power the model has, but also the more the two problems mentioned above become an issue. (We lose the balance of structural accuracy
and parameter-estimating accuracy if n becomes too big.) In particular, because the
number of parameters grows exponentially with the number of variables, n, the time
and space complexity of applying an n-gram language model grows too large to be
practical as n increases beyond 3 or 4. And because the one feature used for each
word is the word type itself with tens of thousands of values, there are many values
which will never occur in a training corpus and therefore many parameters will have
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no reliable estimate from data.

Therefore, n-grams cannot be used to accurately

model long-distance dependencies or infrequently occurring words.
There have been a myriad of attempts to make a better SLM than the n-gram
language model.

These improvements can be grouped into several categories, as

described in (Rosenfeld, 2000). These include (1) minor changes to the n-gram model
like preprocessing the corpus to reduce vocabulary size, (2) distribution smoothing
to compensate for sparse data, and (3) decision tree learning and exponential models
to selectively make use of a larger history.

Linguistically motivated models (4)

include adding a probability component to context free grammars, link grammars,
and dependency grammars. These are motivated by the need to overcome the longdistance dependency problem in n-gram models.
Current language models can be improved.

Why do I think so?

(Rosenfeld,

2000) gives three reasons:
• Accuracy of a language model can drop dramatically when applied to a style of
text on which the model was not trained, even if the two styles of text are from
the same genre, such as newswire text.
• The simplifying independence assumptions are clearly wrong causing overly
sharp distributions (and therefore imperfect accuracies in applications).
• In human-subject experiments meant to find areas in which a language model
could be improved, people can find ways to improve on the language model
“easily, routinely and substantially”.
To model long-distance dependencies, structural n-grams (Habash, 2004) and
other lexicalized-grammar language models are used (Daume et al., 2002; Chelba
and Jelinek, 1998). But these models still have many parameters to estimate, even
for structural bigrams. One still hopes to model word pairs that never occur in the
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training corpus, by learning even smaller, composable grammatical events. To do so
in this thesis, I decompose word dependency relationships further into features whose
values should occur frequently enough to be found in a small corpus.

2.2.1

Evaluation of Language Models

A language model can be evaluated within an application like NLG by running
the generator and measuring its output as described above.

Different language

models can be compared in this context by comparing the generator’s output for each
language model used. But the results of this comparison are specific to the application
and are clouded by the added complexity of the greater application system. There
are several ways of approximating the value or accuracy of a statistical model itself,
independently of the application. They include minimum message length, minimum
description length, perplexity (Rosenfeld, 2000) and cross-entropy, which is the base
2 logarithm of perplexity.
Cross-entropy is a measurement of the difference between a language’s true probability distribution and the distribution of a language model.

It is estimated by

average log likelihood (L), which is based on the probability of a sample of that language (a test corpus D, consisting of n words w1 to wn ) as computed by the language
model (p):

1
L(D|p) = − log p(w1 ...wn )
n
The probability of the language sample is usually decomposed by the model into
the product of the probabilities of the words in that sample. And since we are dealing
with logarithms, we can convert that product into a sum:

L(D|p) = −

n
1X
log p(wi )
n i=1
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Because probabilities are numbers between 0 and 1, higher probabilities given by
the model for frequently occurring words cause a lower value of cross-entropy to be
computed. Therefore the better the language model, the lower the cross-entropy.

2.3

Bayesian Network Data Models
The statistical component of the HALogen surface realizer is a statistical language

model. As such, it models the relative distributions of the values of a set of features
which were chosen to represent real language.

There can be as many as 40 or so

variables used to represent a linguistic event, e.g. the relation between a word and
its head, and some of these variables have tens of thousands of values.

This is a

large data modeling challenge. How should such data be modeled? In this thesis,
Bayesian networks were chosen as the basis of the statistical language model in order
to test the hypothesis that such a complex model could improve realization. A limited
examination of Bayesian networks will now be given. A more detailed examination
of how they were used in this research will be given in chapter 3 among the other
methods employed.
Bayesian networks were chosen as the structure of the SLM employed in this research because they are designed to effectively model data with a large number of
variables and parameters, and they can be automatically learned from data (Heckerman, 1995). Statistical natural language processing (SNLP) makes use of smoothing
and other techniques to attenuate the problems that occur when instances of an event
type of interest are scarce or non-existent in the data.

Bayesian networks exploit

independence among variables when they are learned from data, as well as prior
probabilities, to reach the same end. In cases of independence, the distribution of
the values of a variable is not affected by certain other variables.
conditioning variables, the better.

The fewer the

With fewer constraints on the examples used
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to estimate frequencies within a conditional probability distribution (CPD), a larger
total number of samples can be used to estimate that frequency.
A relatively new technique used in learning Bayesian networks is the use of “local
structure”, i.e. CPDs with shapes like decision trees and default tables that differ
from the well-known conditional probability tables (Friedman and Goldszmidt, 1996;
Boutilier et al., 1996).

These more expressive local structures allow the model to

exploit what is known as context specific independence (CSI). In CSI, the distribution
of the values of a variable is not affected by some of the conditioning variables when
in the context of certain values of the other conditioning variables. This technique
has been shown to further improve the estimation of frequencies based on sparse
data in theory, in practice with artificial data, and in real-world applications such
as gene expression data analysis (Barash and Friedman, 2001) and probabilistic plan
recognition in cooperative multi-agent systems (Saria and Mahadevan, 2004).
To make this a little more concrete, consider an set of data consisting of television
states. We have a variable indicating whether the TV is on or off which is conditioned
on the two variables indicating whether or not the TV is plugged in and the “on”
button has been pressed. In table-shaped CPDs, the probability of the TV being on
or off must use both of the other variables as parents. That is to say, if we want to
know how likely it is that the TV is on if we already know that the TV is unplugged,
we must still ask the question, “Has the on button been pressed?” But when using
tree-shaped CPDs, we need not ask this question because the TV’s state is already
determined in the context of the conditioning variable “plugged in” being equal to
the value “false”. In this way the distribution of a variable can be conditioned on a
different number of variables depending on the values of those conditioning variables.
How these techniques for dealing with a high dimensional feature space have been
applied to modeling natural language is explained in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Methods
This thesis looks at experiments generating sentences from underspecified inputs.
The generation process tests the capabilities of a new SLM which is compared to the
bigram model of (Langkilde-Geary, Submitted). This work investigates the hypothesis that applying an SLM conditioned on syntactic features within the statistical
ranker of HALogen will improve generation.
Why would syntax help the SLM? Chelba and Jelinek demonstrated improvement
over a trigram SLM using a syntactic SLM in parsing (Chelba and Jelinek, 1998).
Daume et al. then show how a syntactic SLM improves text compression and suggest
that it could improve NLG (Daume et al., 2002). And Yamada et al. use a trigram
language model and a syntax-based translation model to make improvements in machine translation (Yamada and Knight, 2002). None of these used a statistical model
of language for generation, but they demonstrate improvements to related processes.
The core of this study was the development of a new language model which has
been applied to natural language generation, but which could also be applied to the
many other areas of NLP to which statistical language models have already been
applied.

As with all statistical models, the development of this language model
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required determining the structure of the model and estimating its free parameters
from training data. In particular, this development included the following methods:
1. Language is modeled as a featurized functional dependency tree.
(a) The probability of a sentence is composed of the conditional probabilities
of each head-dependent word relationship and the marginal probability of
the top-most head in the sentence.
(b) The probabilities of words and word relationships are composed of the
conditional probabilities of the features of the words involved.
(c) Feature probabilities are found in multinomial distributions within the
tree-shaped local structures of a Bayesian network.
2. Global and local structures of the Bayesian network and the free parameters
of its multinomial distributions were learned from feature-event counts in a
training corpus.
3. The language model was applied to ranking generated sentences.
Each of these six points will now be described in more detail.

3.1

Modeling Language with Featurized Dependency Syntax
This study treats natural language sentences as featurized functional dependency

trees. Unlike the nodes in a phrase structure grammar which represent either words
or phrases, each node in a dependency grammar tree correspond to one of the words
(or punctuation marks) in the sentence.

Figure 3.1 shows two parse trees for the

sentence “Time flies like an arrow.”.
The first parse uses a phrase structure grammar, the second a dependency grammar.

In the case of phrase structure grammar, each node in the tree represents a
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constituent phrase of the sentence, the smallest being individual words, which appear
as leaf nodes at the bottom.

Figure 3.1: Parse trees for the sentence “Time flies like an arrow.” using a phrase
structure grammar and a dependency grammar.

In the second parse, each and every node in the tree is associated with a single
word in the sentence. Using a featurized dependency syntax, each of these nodes is
also associated with the syntactic and lexical features of the word it represents, as
shown in figure 3.2. These words are related to their dependent words and phrases by
the functional or predicate-argument structure of the tree. So unlike phrase structure
grammar trees whose arcs between nodes represent the relationship between a whole
and a part, arcs between nodes in a dependency grammar tree represent syntactic
relationships between a governing word and its dependent words.

3.2

Decomposing a Sentence into Two-Word Dependency Relationships
The first step in decomposing a sentence into meaningful and frequently occurring

events by way of a featurized dependency syntax is the modeling of a word distribution
conditioned on the parent or head of that word.

The benefits of doing this are

illustrated in figure 3.3.
Sentences in the top row are diagrammed using the dependency grammar, the
bottom two depict an n-gram model. Both sentences contain a dependency between
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Figure 3.2: Detail from the dependency parse tree for the sentence “Time flies like
an arrow.”. The noun argument is one word to the left of its verb head which is in
the active voice and both agree in number.
a singular noun “time” and a singular verb “flies”.

In the sentence on the left,

these two words are one word apart. Therefore, a dependency structure SLM (e.g.
structural n-grams) would have the same parameter complexity as the bigram model.
But the sentence on the right shows how the same related words can be pushed farther
apart by adding extra information to the sentence. This means that the value of n
in an n-gram model must increase to 4 or more to account for this dependency, while
the syntax-based SLM will retain a constant value of 2.

3.3

Decomposing a Word Dependency into Feature Dependencies
The second step in decomposing a sentence into meaningful and frequently occur-

ring events by way of a featurized dependency syntax is the modeling of a word feature
distribution conditioned on certain other features within the same word, within its
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Figure 3.3: Two sentences illustrating the value of a syntactic dependency model of
language.

syntactic parent word, and within the relationship between the two words (e.g. the
directed distance between the two words). The benefits of decomposing a word into
features are illustrated in figure 3.4 which uses two variations of the the sentence
“Time flies like an arrow.”, each of which uses a different company name as the subject of the sentence.
company name.

The sentence on the left (top and bottom) contains a real

The sentence on the right (top and bottom) contains a fictitious

company name.
In this figure, we begin to abstract away from given lexical items and focus instead
on dependency relationships that are defined in terms of features of words, instead
of in terms of the words themselves.

Dependency is learnable only if there is a

correlation found in the corpus data.

For example, to learn that a dependency

exists between singular nouns that are subjects of singular verbs, we need to find a
correlation between the singular value of the number feature assigned to noun subjects
of verbs which also have the singular value of the number feature, among our sample
of sentences in the training corpus.
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Figure 3.4: Two sentences illustrating the value of using the featurized dependency
model of language.
The two sentences in the top row were each given one more feature than the
sentences in the bottom row, the feature called number. All four sentences contain
a dependency between a singular noun and a singular verb “flies”. In the sentence
on the left, the noun is “Boeing”.

There is one occurrence of this word being a

dependent of the word flies in the corpus being used to train the Bayesian network.
It is hard to model an event with so few examples. In other words, if we used only the
lexical item’s token feature as the only feature on which to define dependencies, we
would have a hard time learning any dependency that would indicate that “Boeing”
is an appropriate subject of the verb “flies”. But in the sentence on the right, the
singular noun is the word “xyz-firm”, which does not occur at all in the corpus and so
the dependency between “xyz-firm” as a singular noun and the singular verb “flies”
cannot be recognized. Many other nouns can be put in that place which are not found
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in the corpus. On the other hand, when counting events specified by a singular noun
being a dependent of a singular verb, without regard to the specific value of the token
feature, we have over 100,000 such examples with which to estimate our probability
distributions in both cases, so both sentences would be found to be grammatically
correct in this regard.

3.4

Modeling Feature Distributions with Bayesian Networks
The third step in modeling the probability of a sentence was to use multinomial

distributions in a Bayesian network. But before this is examined, let us first look at
what happened when we stopped after the previous two steps.
The form in which linguistic events were stored at the start of this thesis project
was in a database. The obvious approach to using such a database of corpus events
is to access it directly at run time. That is what was tried first, but this procedure
suffered from three distinct problems.

• The access time was too slow in using DBMS (MySQL) counting queries to
obtain the event counts needed to calculate the probability of each event.
• To overcome this bottleneck, counts were stored in a hashtable, but this table
was too large to store in memory.
• In both cases, events were specified completely in the data source, meaning
that all available variables were used to represent each event.

That is, the

data source did not encode certain independencies that are addressed in this
thesis. Some of the events needed at run time were too specific to be found in
the corpus, so an ad hoc backing off or smoothing method was employed with
an additional worsening of run-time and accuracy.
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Bayesian networks are designed to overcome such limitations as mentioned in section 2.3, concerning independence among variables and context specific independence
(CSI).
The third step in decomposing a sentence into more frequently occurring events is
the modeling of a word feature distribution with a multinomial distribution within a
tree-shaped local structure of a Bayesian network. Using tree shaped local structures
has the advantage of reducing the number of the multinomial distributions to be
estimated by recognizing context specific independencies in the target variable with
respect to its conditioning variables.

The benefits gained by a Bayesian network

making use of independencies is illustrated in figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Two dependency relations illustrating the value of using conditional independencies as found in a Bayesian network.
Here we see two dependency relations, each representing the dependency between
“time” and “flies”. Each relation is specified by many of the features of both words
in the relation. The relation on the left has the correct value for the role feature, and
the relation on the right has incorrect values.

In both cases, because these events

were specified by so many features, there are no examples in the corpus, and therefore
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both the correct and incorrect events would be given zero probability, as indicated
by the “based on counts” text above both relations. Contrast this with a featurized
representation using a Bayesian network.

Here, the probability of each feature is

calculated separately based on only those features which were found to be usefully
discriminating for that feature.

The probabilities of these events are now a useful

pair of numbers that correctly discriminates between the two combination of features.
This can be seen in the “based on Bayesian network” text below each relation.
In addition to making use of independencies, there are two other reasons Bayesian
networks were chosen.

• Similar to the hash table, the statistics in a Bayesian network are compiled into
a simple form which is relatively easy to access directly, and this speed of access
does not grow with the number of example events found in the training corpus.
• Bayesian network learning algorithms provide a disciplined and automatic method
for finding and representing feature independencies, presumably more effectively
than what manual knowledge engineering would produce.

One fortunate quality of this application of Bayesian networks that should also
be mentioned is that the one notable drawback for using large Bayesian networks is
not encountered. That drawback is the fact that exact statistical inference using a
Bayesian network is exponential in both time and space complexity in the general case.
Since HALogen is a generate-and-test framework, only completely specified events are
generated, and then tested by comparing their probabilities to the other alternatives.
Therefore, there is no need to loop through missing variables to marginalize them or
to approximate exact inference using sampling methods.
The database containing the event data mentioned before became the source for
the example tuples that the Bayesian network learner was trained on. In this thesis,
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the corpus data used to learn the Bayesian networks consists of nearly one million
words taken from the syntactically parsed Wall Street Journal news corpus found in
the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993). This corpus has been converted into the
dependency tree structure mentioned above.
The Bayesian networks were learned from two sets of data extracted from the
corpus database.

The first set is a table of isolated words, each word described

by a set of syntactic and lexical features, including the base form of the word, part
of speech information, etc. The second set is a table representing the relationship
between each word and its syntactic head.

Each relationship is described by the

syntactic and lexical features of both words along with some relation-specific features
like distance and direction. These two sets of tuples have been converted into a pair
of Bayesian networks that together define a joint probability distribution over the
values of all of the feature variables in the data.
The fact that the training data came from a database is specific to this implementation and not significant for understanding the methods used in this thesis.

But

the fact that two tables (i.e. two sets of tuples) were used is of more general concern. Two tables were used because of the decision mentioned above to decompose
the probability of a sentence into (1) the probability of a single node, i.e. the root
of the syntax tree (corresponding to the single-word table) and (2) the conditional
probabilities of child words given their parents (corresponding to the two-word table).
There are many choices to consider when training a Bayesian network learner, just
as with any other machine learning system. In mapping a set of word feature tuples
onto a Bayesian network, it is not a priori obvious what parts of each tuple should
correspond to a variable/node in the Bayesian network. Should a single feature in the
table, such as “Voice” (which takes on two values, “active” and “passive”) correspond
to a single node in the Bayesian network? Probably. But a single feature like the
word itself may have tens of thousands of values, which were too numerous for the
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chosen Bayesian network learner to handle in combination with the other chosen
features.

Furthermore, using many variables with so many values partitions the

feature space into very small regions containing few examples. This does not help
the sparse data issue.
The following methods were used in this thesis to attenuate these two challenges:

• Use fewer language features and therefore fewer model variables, especially those
of large arity. (The token feature was not used.)
• Reduce the domain of a chosen feature by replacing every uncommon value with
a replacement value, such as “OTHER”. (Those values of the feature “base”,
which is the base form of a word, which occurred less than 3 times in the corpus
were conflated into a single value. This produced 12,000 distinct values of base,
conflating 20,206 values.

The same threshold was applied to the other large

arity feature named “role marker” which produced 135 unique values, conflating
348 infrequently occurring values).
• Take one feature with large arity and convert it into many variables of low
arity. (The “base” and “role marker” features were also binarized, meaning
that I created a separate binary variable for each value of each of these two
features.)
• Convert all other available features into variables of the given arity.
• Manually impose independencies among certain subsets of the variables. (None
of the binarized base or role marker variables (the lexical variables) were allowed
to be parents of each other in the Bayesian network. And these lexical variables
were forced to be parents of the non-lexical variables, not the other way around.
This reduced the time and space complexity of the Bayesian network learner by
pruning its search space, which, importantly, prevented it from running out of
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memory, and prevented it from tuning its model to the superfluous fact that all
the lexical variables were mutually exclusive.)
• Use tree-shaped CPDs in the Bayesian networks.

Some of these were chosen to overcome practical limitations encountered when
learning the Bayesian networks. The main limitation encountered was memory constraints: there was some difficulty learning the structure of the Bayesian network
using under 2 GB of memory. But even if we had unlimited memory, many of the
same decisions would still have been made to simplify the model and to reduce data
sparseness. In fact, the simplifying decisions made in this thesis were probably not
drastic enough to achieve optimal results. This consideration will be revisited in the
concluding chapter.
To give the reader a more detailed understanding of the language model used in
this thesis, table 3.4 (printed at the end of this chapter) lists the syntactic and lexical
features used, along with some of their values.
All but two of these features appear in the one-word table.
not are “relative position” and “position direction”.)

(The two that do

These same features appear

twice in the two-word table: once for the head and once for the child word. (Relative
position and position direction appear, once each, in the two-word table.) A fragment
of an actual Bayesian network file (in XML) is given as Appendix B.

3.5

Learning Model Structure and Estimating Free Parameters from Data
As mentioned in the previous section, Bayesian networks can be automatically

learned from data.

This involves three steps similar to the those enumerated in

section 2.2 for building a statistical model. I give them here fleshed out somewhat
for the case of building a Bayesian network:
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1. Define the general structure of the statistical model as a Bayesian network with
tree-shaped CPDs.
2. Learn the specific topology of the global structure of the network and the local structure of each node, and also estimate the free model parameters, from
training data.
3. Apply the model in NLG.
The first two steps involve two kinds of structure, global and local. The global
structure was partially determined by the choice to use a Bayesian network, and then
fully determined when the network was learned from data in step two.

Similarly,

the local structure was first chosen to be decision trees from among options that also
included full tables and default tables. Then the exact structure of each decision tree
in the network was learned from data at the same time the specific global structure
was determined.
Determining a good network structure involves using the training data to decide
which variables should be used as the conditioning variables for each distribution.
Using tree-shaped local structure means we can be more selective of which variables
are conditioning variables in the context of certain values of the other conditioning
variables.
The WinMine toolkit used to learn the Bayesian networks applies a greedy search
procedure over network topology space. The multinomial CPDs of each variable is
placed in the leaf nodes of a decision tree for that variable. Splits in these decision
trees are chosen during the search from among all those variables which are not
already descendant’s of the given variable, choosing the best split at each iteration of
the search based on a Bayesian scoring function. A split partitions training instances
into two sets based on the value of the split variable in each instance. The greedy
search for these splits stops when no improvement can be made to the Bayesian
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score by creating a new split. For more information, refer to (Chickering, 2002) and
(Chickering et al., 1997).

3.6

Computing Sentence Probabilities from Feature Distributions
In HALogen, probabilities are calculated and combined for every node in the syn-

tax tree of an output sentence to produce the score for an entire sentence (LangkildeGeary, 2000; Langkilde-Geary, Submitted). This is done during the ranking process
which uses a bottom-up, dynamic programming algorithm to produce the N highest
scoring alternatives.

The statistics that have been converted into a Bayesian net-

work are then used by the HALogen system as a replacement of an n-gram language
model. Therefore, whenever the probability of a node in the syntax tree is needed,
it is calculated as the product of conditional probabilities of the feature-values found
in the Bayesian network.
There are two kinds of nodes for which probabilities are needed, and therefore
two distinct kinds of probability distributions are represented in the language model.
First, the prior probability of an isolated node, E(p), is used as the probability of the
root node of a syntax tree. (It is also used as a search heuristic, as explained later.)
Second, the conditional probability of a dependent node given its head node, E(c|p),
is used to calculate the probability of all non-root nodes in the syntax tree. These
two kinds of probabilities are multiplied together according to the structure of the
syntax tree of the sentence being ranked to produce the probability of the sentence,
assuming the model of word dependence described in sections 3.1 and 3.2 above.
More precisely, the probability of every phrase node, p, in the dependency tree is
decomposed into two scores: the context-dependent (external score) and the contextindependent (internal) score.
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P (p) = E(p) · I(p)
Each phrase in a set of alternatives will likely have a different internal score. This
internal score is computed once and stored with the phrase.
The internal score for a phrase associated with parent node p is defined recursively
as follows:

I(p) =

J
Y

I(cj ) · E(cj |p)

j=1

I is the internal score, E is the external score, and cj is the j th child among J
children of node p. In the syntactic language model used in this thesis, the internal
score of a leaf node is defined to be 1 and the external score of node p is the marginal
probability of the head word of that phrase. The conditional external score, E(cj |p),
is the probability of a child given its syntactic parent.
Within a set of alternative phrases there is one or more groups of phrases having
the same externally relevant features. Since all the phrases in such groups have the
same externally relevant features, they will all have the same external score given a
particular context.

So this external score is computed once for every combination

of phrase-group and context.

Only the highest internally-scoring phrase in such a

group need be remembered. (The reasons for this are explained below).
As a simple example, consider the sentence “Time flies .”. The verb “flies” is the
root of the tree, and it has two dependents, “time” and “.”. So the probability of
the whole sentence would be composed as follows:

P (time f lies .) = E(f lies) · E(time|f lies) · E(.|f lies)
Since “time” and “.” are leaf nodes, their internal scores are 1. If they had had
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children of their own, their internal scores would be recursively defined the same way,
being the product of their children’s external scores. This syntactic representation
was expected to provide more meaningful information than an n-gram representation
in which the probability of the sentence would be decomposed as follows:

P (hSi time f lies . h/Si) = Ebigram (time|hSi)·Ebigram (f lies|time)·Ebigram (.|f lies)·Ebigram (h/Si|.)

Notice that the start and end tags are used to indicate sentence boundaries. This
is a bigram model where the value of each word is dependent on the value of the
preceding adjacent word.

The externally relevant features are the first and last

words of a phrase. This structure can be seen as being less effective for representing
true linguistic dependencies when you consider that inserting an adverb phrase such
as “really, truly” in front of “flies” will suddenly cause even a trigram model to
not recognize the same dependence between “time” and “flies”. But in the syntactic
model used in this study, the inserted adverb phrase would not remove the arc between
“time” and “flies”; the new phrase would be inserted into the tree below “flies”
becoming its dependents.
For calculating the probability of a word in the syntactically decomposed example,
each word is represented as a tuple of feature-value pairs. One of the challenges of
this study was to effectively represent the dependencies among these features within
and between words using a Bayesian network. After the global and local structures
for these Bayesian networks were established, the probability of each word could then
be decomposed in much the same way that the whole sentence is decomposed into
words—as the product of the conditional and prior probabilities of each feature, based
on the dependency structure learned with the Bayesian network.
To better appreciate what dependencies were learned among features, here is the
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formula encoded in one of the simpler Bayesian networks learned for calculating the
marginal probability of a word:

E(p) = P (number) ·
P (cat|number) ·
P (mood|cat, number) ·
P (group type|cat, number, mood) ·
P (def inite|grouptype, cat, number) ·
P (polarity|group type, cat, number, mood) ·
P (aspect|secondary cat, mood, subject position) ·
P (determiner|group type, cat, number, def inite) ·
P (emphatic|group type, cat, number, mood, polarity) ·
P (taxis|secondary cat, mood, aspect, subject position) ·
P (voice|secondary cat, mood, taxis, emphatic, subject position) ·
P (modal|secondary cat, mood, voice, aspect, taxis, emphatic,
subject position) ·
P (secondary cat|grouptype, cat, number, determiner, def inite,
mood, emphatic, polarity) ·
P (tense|group type, role, secondary cat, number, rolemarker, mood,
modal, subject position) ·
P (role marker|group type, cat, secondary cat, number, determiner,
def inite, mood, modal, subject position) ·
P (subject position|grouptype, cat, secondary cat, number, mood,
polarity) ·
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P (role|group type, cat, secondary cat, number, role marker,
determiner, def inite, mood, modal, polarity, subject position)

In theory, the best sentence can be picked from among those alternatives given to
the ranker, based on that sentence’s relative probability. In practice, there are too
many sentences to evaluate individually because of the large combination of alternate
feature values. Three modifications were used to simplify the computation of alternative sentences and to reduce time and space complexity of the ranking algorithm.
Without them, the ranker would run out of memory because of all the candidate
phrases it was trying to remember. The longer the sentence, the more phrases had
to be combined, and the higher the cost (an exponential cost) of remembering a given
number of candidates per phrase. The first simplification does not affect finding the
optimal sentence with respect to the chosen language model; the second and third
simplifications are not guaranteed to do the same.
The first simplification is an assumption derived from the language model. The
language model defines dependencies and independencies among features of words.
In the case of an n-gram model, there are only dependencies defined between a word
token and the n − 1 word tokens immediately preceding that word. In the case of the
syntax model used in this thesis, there are dependencies only among the features of
a word and its parent in the syntax tree. These dependenices define the externally
relevant features of a candidate child phrase, which is to say that the modeled features
of that child are the only means by which alternative children may be distinguished
when constructing the parent phrase.

(Refer to the formula for the external score

above.) Without this simplification, every candidate child phrase would be considered
distinct based on the features of its grandchildren (and its great grandchildren, and
so on.) even though these features would not come into play when calculating the
external score of this candidate child phrase. The internal score of the child phrase
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should already account for the influence of features of its children on the final score
of the sentence.
Having fewer externally relevant features lessens the cost of considering alternatives because many of the alternative children can be discarded. A subphrase can be
discarded for which a higher scoring alternative exists which has identical externally
relevant features. Those phrases that are discarded earlier reduce the combinatorial
explosion later. This does not affect the final sentence score because, if two alternatives have the same externally relevant features but different internal scores, then
choosing the one with the smaller internal score will never produce a higher scoring
complete sentence than choosing the one with the higher internal score. This is why
only one phrase per group of candidates need be remembered, as mentioned above.
The second simplification is to limit the number of alternative subphrases further
by allowing only the N best scoring sets of externally relevant features to be used
at each choice among alternative subphrases.

To estimate the rank of each set of

features, we order alternatives by their own complete score, P (p) which includes the
external score E(p). As mentioned above, the prior probability of an isolated node,
E(p), is used both in the final formula of a sentence and this intermediate calculation
used as a search heuristic. (In the case of the final formula, it is only calculated for
the root of the syntax tree.)
In this thesis, the features listed in the previous section are the externally relevant
features. Two phrases are considered different with respect to their externally relevant features if at least one of these features differs between the two phrases being
compared.
The third simplification is to not use all these features to compute equality of a
phrase. This further simplifies the model by reducing the number of features used
for the purpose of grouping phrases while still using all the available features in the
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calculation of the score of a phrase (i.e. all the features still appear in the Bayesian
network). This would have the effect of grouping more candidate phrases together,
only one of which would be stored and later included as part of larger parent phrases.
These last two simplifications do not guarantee our finding the highest scoring
sentence.

In the case of the first, this is because we are discarding phrases that

might have had higher external scores simply because they have lower internal scores
than some arbitrary cut-off value.

In the case of the second, this is because we

are discarding phrases that differ in their feature values from some preserved phrase
simply because those differences in feature values were thought to be insignificant. It
should be noted that the third simplification was used to lessen the damage done by
the second. If fewer, better, externally relevant features could be used to determine
when differences between two phrases are significant, then the best phrases more
likely would be more found among the highest N scoring phrases preserved.
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base

the base form of a word

group type

“clause”, “noun phrase”, “other”

primary category

21 values including “noun”, “verb”, “det”, etc.

secondary category

14 values dependent on the primary category including
“common” for nouns and “infinitive” for verbs, etc.

noun phrase is definite

“yes”, “no”

noun phrase has determiner

“yes”, “no”

verb and noun number

“singular”, “plural”

verb tense

“modal”, “past”, “present”, “none”

clause mood

“infinitive”, “indicative”, “to infinitive”, “present participle”, “past participle”

clause taxis

“perfect”, “none”

clause aspect

“simple”, “continuous”

clause voice

“active”, “passive”

clause polarity

“positive”, “negative”

clause emphatic

“yes”, “no”

clause subject position

“none”, “default”, “final”, “after auxiliary”, etc.

role

23 values including “adjunct”, “role marker”, “determiner”, “subject”, “right punctuation”, “top”, etc.

role marker

the value of a governing preposition token, or “none”

clause modal

12 values of possible associated modal verbs including
“will”, “would”, “can”, “could”, “none”, etc.

relative position

the directed distance between the word and its head, or
0 if it has no head

position direction

“positive” or “negative”, indicating the direction of the
word’s syntactic head in the sentence

Table 3.1: Features and values.
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Chapter 4
Evaluation
Our goal in natural language generation (NLG) is the production of “good” sentences,
meaning sentences which are considered by people who are fluent in the language to be
grammatical, natural sounding, and intelligible. To manually evaluate a generation
system completely is practically impossible, so we adopt automated measurements
as an approximation. To evaluate the hypothesis of this thesis, sentences that are
found in a test corpus were generated and then the three similarity formulas mentioned
earlier were used to measure how close the output sentences were to the corresponding
corpus sentences. The following sections describe this evaluation in more detail.

4.1

Generation Inputs
Since the methods of this thesis were designed for use in, and implemented in,

the HALogen surface realizer, I will use this section to describe the process of surface
realization within HALogen.
The process of realization is summarized as follows. A corpus of sentences is first
converted to a language that describes the structure and content of each sentence in
an abstract way. Then each sentence is given to HALogen, one at a time. For each
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sentence, the symbolic generator component is applied first, which transforms that
input into one or more candidate sentences using a set of rules. This collection of
candidate sentences is put into a compact forest structure. Each tree in the forest
is a parse tree of a candidate and contains the details of the decisions made during
generation, including a fully fleshed out set of lexical and syntactic features for each
word in the input structure, as well as for any additional words that were generated to
make the sentence complete and grammatical. This forest structure is then passed
to the statistical ranker which uses a dynamic programming function to efficiently
compute the probability for every sentence in the forest, making use of the compact
forest structure for efficiency. Once probabilities are calculated, the most probable
sentence is given as output.
This section now contains additional details of the process just described, leading
up to the application of the new syntax language model in the ranker.
Section 23 of the Penn Treebank, consisting of about 2400 sentences, has been
transformed into sentence plans of the format that HALogen is able to take as input.
The significance of using the Penn Treebank for evaluation is that it is large enough
to be empirically significant, it contains real-world sentences written for the purpose
of communicating in English rather than to test an NLP system, and its third-party
nature means that it is a fair way to make a comparison with the results of other
generation systems, none of which were designed and tested with this specific corpus
in mind.
The HALogen realization system produces an output sentence based on the description of that sentence given as input to the system. This input description is a
feature-value dependency tree structure, examples of which are shown in figures 4.1
and 4.2.
They each have the following pieces.

Each internal node is given an arbitrary
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Figure 4.1: The maximally specified inputs to HALogen corresponding to the sentence
“Those days are gone.”.

label (in this case, e.g. “H9”, “H3”.).

The features of a node are given as name-

value pairs just after that node’s label.

The feature name is preceded by a colon,

e.g. “:VOICE”, and the value of that feature is given immediately after the feature
name, e.g. “ACTIVE”. There is one exception to this pattern: the forward slash
is shorthand for the “:INSTANCE-OF” feature which indicates the head.

Certain

features, such as “:SUBJECT”, designate the role of a dependent child node, and the
value of such a feature is the dependent child itself.
Figure 4.2 is a minimal specification, and figure 4.1 is a maximal specification,
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Figure 4.2: The minimally specified inputs to HALogen corresponding to the sentence
“Those days are gone.”.
and they are presented here to give a sense of how much information is missing from
the minimally specified inputs.
These two input sentence plans were made by automatic conversion from the Penn
Treebank parse tree for the same sentence, in this case “Those days are gone.” which
is found in section 19 of the Penn Treebank. The Penn Treebank parse tree is shown
in figure 4.3. The original sentence itself, “Those days are gone.”, would be used as
the gold standard reference sentence mentioned elsewhere in this thesis in connection
with the evaluation metrics (exact match, and the Bleu and SSA scores).

Figure 4.3: The Penn Treebank tree corresponding to the sentence “Those days are
gone.”.
The functional dependency form of the sentence is produced by the application of
the following conversion steps to the phrase structure tree:

• Find the base form of each word.
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• Factor Treebank categories of open class words into more basic features.
• Heuristically identify the heads of each constituent.
• Identify the syntactic and logical roles of each node.
• Make coordination bracketing more explicit.
• Merge compound prepositions into a single constituent.
• Form a content-bearing constituent from each punctuation and assign it to a
head.
• Flatten nodes with only one child.
• Remove null elements.

This conversion process was developed and validated on sentences in section 1-22
of the Penn Treebank. Then it was applied to the sentences in section 23 to produce
the minimally specified sentence plans used as input to HALogen. For each input,
the goal of HALogen is to reproduce the original sentence.

This process includes

picking the same constituents found in the gold standard sentence and then ordering
those constituents in the way they are ordered in the gold standard sentence.
The first module in the HALogen realization system, the symbolic generator, takes
a sentence plan of the structure just described and, by applying a set of transformation
rules, produces a compact forest data structure describing one or more possible output
sentences. The tasks performed by this generator are the following:

• Map higher-level relations and concepts to lower-level ones.
• Fill in details not specified in the input.
• Determine constituent order.
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• Perform morphological inflection.
When there is more than one possibility for a given action, (e.g. more than one
possible ordering of constituents), all of these possibilities are produced, adding to
the candidates in the output forest. This symbolic module makes use of the following
knowledge sources as it performs these actions:
• Hierarchical WordNet-based lexical knowledge in the Sensus Concept Ontology.
• Closed-class lexical knowledge.
• Application-specific lexical knowledge in a user-defined lexicon used to over-ride
the other, general-purpose lexicons.
• Inflectional and derivational morphological knowledge.
• Realization knowledge in a set of mapping rules that perform the four types of
actions mentioned in the list above.
The forest produced by the generator is a non-recursive context-free grammar,
and can be drawn as a tree.

Each node has a name consisting of a mnemonic

alphanumeric string, a dot, and a unique numerical identifier. Leaf node rules have
a single word on their right-hand sides. This word is a set of feature-value pairs and
its lexeme in double quotes. Internal nodes have a list of two or more child nodes
on their right-hand sides. This list can be either a sequence of nodes that define a
phrase (“AND” node) or it can be a set of alternative nodes (“OR” node).
Figure 4.4 shows a slightly simplified1 version of what the symbolic generator
produces from the maximally specified version of our example system input in figure
4.1. This set of rules is a packed forest representation of all the candidate output
1

It was simplified by removing some of the less important features in some of the longer rules for

the purpose of readability.
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Figure 4.4: The generation forest corresponding to the sentence “Those days are
gone.” which is the output of the symbolic generator module and the input to the
ranker module.
sentences corresponding to the given input sentence description. In this case, since
the sentence was constrained to exactly one possibility by maximally specifying that
input, there is only one sentence defined by the forest in this figure. The minimally
specified version of the input produces a much more complicated forest containing
many more options for the ranker to compare, and is given as Appendix A.

Figure 4.5: An option within a generation forest rule set similar to the set found in
figure 4.4.
One such option, which could replace the rule labeled “VV.8” in figure 4.4 is given
in figure 4.5. This rule indicates (with an “OR” rule) that the present and past tenses
for this verb should be compared. The ranker will then decide which one is best.

4.2

Generation Results
To test the language model component of the HALogen ranker, much information

was kept out of the inputs given to the generator by using the minimally specified
input described above. The consequence of this is that the symbolic generator will
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produce many more combinations of features, which will be passed on to the ranker.
These generated sentence alternatives include the syntactic and lexical features that
correspond to the variables in the Bayesian network and which allow the syntactic
SLM to be applied.

The single highest ranking sentence is given by the ranker as

the final generation output.
Each output sentence was compared to its “gold standard” reference sentence using each of the following three accuracy metrics: the Simple String Accuracy based
on edit distance, the IBM BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2001), and exact match. Accuracies of each type for the test corpus are given in 4.1. These measurements give
a good indication of the closeness of the generated sentences to the style and grammatical constructions of the comparison corpus. They also give us an approximate
measurement of the quality of output in general for arbitrary styles of English because
it is likely that if the training and test corpora were both taken from some other genre
of text, the resulting scores would not be very different than those reported here for
the Penn Treebank.
The three measurements mentioned previously are now defined: exact match,
Simple String Accuracy (SSA), and the IBM Bleu score (Papineni et al., 2001).
Exact match is an all-or-nothing, sentence-level indication of whether the generated sequence of characters is identical to the reference sentence, including punctuation but excluding case differences.

SSA is a string edit distance based on the

number of word-level insertion (I), deletion (D), and substitution (S) errors between
the generated and reference sentences defined as follows:

1−

I +D+S
R

R is the number of tokens in the target string.

The Bleu score is a geometric

average of n-gram precision scores modified by a brevity penalty factor. The precision
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scores, calculated for n-grams of various lengths taken from the generated sentence,
indicate the quality of word choice (n = 1) and word order (n > 1). Bleu is defined
as:

Bleu = BP · exp

N
X

wn log pn

n=1

!

The brevity penalty BP = 1 if c > r and BP = e(1−r/c) if c ≤ r. N = 4, wn =
1/N, c is the output length, r is the reference length, and pn is a modified n-gram
precision score.

It should be noted that when the Bleu score is used to evaluate

the output of machine translation systems, some flexibility is granted to the systems
by their output being compared to more than one reference sentence. In realization
experiments based on a corpus of single sentences such as the Penn Treebank, some
of this leeway is lost.
There are at least three important reasons for using more than one output accuracy
metric in evaluating a system such as the HALogen surface realizer: (1) it is easier to
compare results of different systems, (2) it is harder for a system to be fine-tuned to
achieve unrepresentatively high accuracy on one particular metric, and most of all (3)
since these metrics are only approximations of our definition of goodness, combining
several different metrics gives a more complete view of goodness than any single metric
could provide alone.
The test corpus for this thesis consisted of 200 sentences randomly selected from
section 23 of the English Penn Treebank. This number of sentences is large enough
to make a 1% difference in SSA and Bleu and a 14% difference in exact match to be
significant at the level of p = 0.05 (a 95% confidence).
The first two rows of table 4.1 compare the accuracies of the bigram language
model with those of syntax model developed in this thesis within HALogen, each of
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which was trained on one million words. The syntax model, as currently implemented,
does not outperform the n-gram model with regard to the three measures used.

Language Model

Exact Match

SSA

Bleu

n-gram

14.3 % 61.4 % 52.9 %

syntax

0.0 % 31.8 % 16.5 %

interp

11.8 % 52.6 % 40.5 %

interp alt. eq.

6.1 % 48.8 % 36.4 %

Table 4.1: The three accuracy measures for n-gram and syntax language models
evaluated on 200 sentences, each model being trained on one million words. “interp”
is the interpolated n-gram–syntax model and “interp alt. eq.” is the interpolated
model with the alternate phrase equality definition, as discussed in the text.

The

unit for the “exact match” scores is the percentage of sentences from among the 200sentence test corpus that were reproduced exactly by the surface realizer. The units
for the other two scores are the respective distance/similarity metrics themselves.

In another experiment, the two language models were interpolated (with a weight
of 0.6 given to n-gram) to see if the resulting combination of n-gram and syntactic
information could improve accuracies. The results of this model are given in third
row of table 4.1.
A few variations on the central method of this thesis were tried during the development phase of the project in searching for the right model of syntax. Reordering
the Bayesian network variable dependencies such that a child word’s lexical features
were forced to depend on that word’s syntactic features and the opposite constraint
were both tried, but this variation produced no change in accuracy in preliminary
evaluations, so the results of only one version is given in these results.
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Also, a simplified version of phrase equality was used.

Phrase equality (listed

above as the third simplification dealing with externally relevant features) is a measurement used within the ranker to decide how many candidate feature-value combinations should be stored for a phrase.

The equality definition was simplified by

using only the base lexical feature, the group type, number, definiteness and determiner syntactic features of a phrase instead of being sensitive to every available
feature in the syntax model. Simplifying the equality definition in this way produced
a slightly lower accuracy in testing the system. The three scores for this alternate
equality definition as applied in the interpolated language model is given as the last
row of the above table.
It should be noted that an interpolated model will usually perform at least as well
as its highest performing component. In the case of the interpolated models here, the
limitation imposed on the syntax model described earlier (i.e. using only the N best
scoring phrases as candidates during the ranking process) had to also be imposed on
the interpolated model, which is why the scores in the last two rows of the table are
not as high as the n-gram scores.
The n-gram model, when used alone, has no such limitation on the number of
phrases generated during ranking. In an attempt to see if the N-phrase limitation
was more significant than the other limitation imposed (i.e. the reduction in training
data from the 250 million words available for the n-gram model), four variations of
the n-gram model were run, varying the N-phrase limit and the training data size, as
shown in table 4.2. The exact match score was affected more by the internal phrase
limit, the Bleu score was effected more by the training data size, and SSA seemed the
be affected similarly by both.

Finally, the question must be asked of whether the source of the difference in
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1M

250 M

N = 30

14.3 % 61.4 % 52.9 % 14.9 % 66.8 % 58.5 %

N =∞

24.6 % 67.5 % 50.1 % 24.5 % 70.2 % 57.8 %

Table 4.2: The accuracy measures (exact match, SSA, Bleu) for four variations of
the n-gram model evaluated on 200 sentences. The two columns show training data
varied between 1 million words (”1 M”) and 250 million words (”250 M”). The two
rows show the ranker’s internal limitation of keeping only the N best sets of externally
relevant features, between 30 candidate phrases (”N = 30”) and no limitation (”N =
∞”).

accuracy between n-gram and syntax models was due to the models themselves or
to their application within a natural language generator. Therefore one extra study
was conducted to attempt to directly compare the isolated language models.

Cross-entropy of the syntactic language model and the n-gram model was computed.

The n-gram model was built and cross-entropy computed using the CMU-

Cambridge Statistical Language Modeling toolkit (Clarkson and Rosenfeld, 1997) applied to Wall Street Journal text. The cross-entropy of both models was computed
using the same test corpus used above (section 23 of the Penn Treebank) formatted
appropriately for each model.

Using 1 million words of training data, the n-gram

model has a cross-entropy of 7.06 bits (perplexity = 133.56). Using the same number of words in training data, the syntax language model developed in this thesis has
a cross-entropy of 9.64 bits (perplexity = 798.964).

This suggests that the mem-

ory limitations and other features of the generation application may not be the only
explanation for the differences in generation accuracy, as discussed below.
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4.3

Discussion and Future Work
It was anticipated that the language modeling methods used in this thesis for

surface realization would provide higher accuracy than the n-gram SLM because the
syntactic SLM should more effectively model long-distance and infrequent dependencies between word pairs.

It was also expected that these methods would prove to

be a legitimate new probabilistic language model on which to base natural language
generation comparable to the systems mentioned in the introduction.
There are a few reasons why the syntactic language model did not reach its anticipated potential. First, it is much easier to acquire training data for an n-gram
model since this training data does not require hand-labeling. Originally, the n-gram
models used in these experiments were trained on 250 million words instead of the 1
million words available for training the syntax model. To make the language models
more comparable, a 1 million word training corpus was used to train the n-gram
model.
Second, it was mentioned earlier that using specialized lexical and syntactic features should overcome the data sparseness problem. That would more likely be true
if only a few features were used and if each feature were found to depend on very few
conditioning features in the learned Bayesian network. The number of features used
in the syntax model tested in this thesis was probably too large for the chosen model
learner, which fractured the feature space too much.

(I estimate that there were

on the order of 107 or more model parameters for the syntax model as compared to
about 105 for the bigram model.) Because of this, using the same number of words
to train each model may not have made the challenge equivalent for the two models.
That is, it is still possible that the syntax model is suffering from sparse data even
when the n-gram model is not. Sadly, there is not enough training data available to
compare the two models at training set sizes where their accuracies would be expected
to plateau.
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In future work, a syntactic language model should be built using a feature space
of coarser granularity. For example, feature clustering could be used to reduce the
number of values of each feature.
Third, large numbers of features not only contribute to the sparseness of data,
but they also provides more opportunity for irrelevant information to be encoded in
the model and for over-fitting to occur. Looking at the differences in the accuracies
of the (interpolated) syntax model being tested on the training versus the test corpus
during development (e.g. 60% versus 53% SSA), over-fitting seems to account for
decreases in accuracy around 7%, while there does not seem to have been any such
decrease for the n-gram model. The difference in cross-entropy between the syntax
and n-gram models also helps explain the relatively low generation accuracies, as it
shows that the complexity of the syntax model itself was higher than the n-gram
model.
As future research, each of the available features should be examined to ascertain
which ones provide the best information to the model.

A smaller number of well

chosen features may provide much better results. Additionally, the feature dependencies learned in the Bayesian network should be re-examined and perhaps some
prior knowledge used as a starting point for learning the network structure and in
estimating its parameters.
Constituent ordering in particular is an important consideration.

The n-gram

model has very specific and explicit positioning information, even if just for shortdistance relationships.

The fact that it cannot model long-distance relationships

may not be significant if most of the constraining decisions made in generating a
given sentence can be captured by the many short-distance relationships that it does
model. The number of times long-distance relationships must be used to correctly
make a choice is probably less frequent than expected.
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The syntax model, on the other hand, uses a less direct means of deciding the
correct order of constituents. Instead of giving probabilities for an explicit ordering
of n words, it sometimes determines that order indirectly, via one or more pairs of
numerical position-direction features (which are modeled as symbolic features), often
applied through many layers of phrase structure, giving many opportunities for a
wrong choice to be made. Important information that is left implicit in a statistical
model is weaker than it could be if made explicit, for example in the statistical
dependency of a word’s part of speech on the preceding and succeeding words as
discussed in (Toutanova et al., 2003).
Furthermore, other high-level syntax features like “voice” and “subject position”
used in the current model to order clauses can have a negative impact on accuracy
scores even without affecting the readability or meaning of a sentence. Take “voice”
as an example. The difference between active and passive voice in the sentence “The
man in the cockpit is flying the plane.” and “The plane is being flown by the man
in the cockpit.” is quite dramatic. Since only one of these will appear in the test
corpus, an arbitrary decision by the generator to use the other value of “voice” would
not decrease the real goodness of the sentence but would cause a lower generation
score during evaluation.
As future work, more direct ordering information, in the form of phrase sibling
distributions, will be used to supplement the parent-child dependency information.
Fourth, general-purpose models in general rarely outperform specialized models
on a specific task.

The general purpose language model applied to generation in

this thesis follows this pattern. There is considerable overhead in representing the
probability of an arbitrary, complete sentence in English which would not be needed
if each generation decision were made in isolation with the use of simpler, specialized
knowledge.

As an example, in the area of sequence learning (including shallow

parsing, POS tagging, etc.), improvements have been made by removing unnecessary
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completeness in the statistical model through the development of conditional models.
These models are used in place of the better known generative hidden Markov models.
For example, conditional random fields perform better by not including a full joint
distribution. See (Lafferty et al., 2001).
Fifth, the memory requirements of the current system are high.

This was a

major restriction in allowing the ranker to perform its designed tasks. In the future,
more efficient means of applying the syntax model will be researched. For example,
there is large combinatorial complexity inherent in the technique of over-generating
candidate output sentences in the first module and then pruning them in the second.
This pipeline architecture will be replaced by a less expensive black-board architecture
that does not requires so many intermediate alternatives to be remembered for the
same decision.
Another approach to look at in the future is that taken by the Amalgam system.
This system applies specialized statistical knowledge at each linguistic decision which
prevents many unneeded alternatives from being passed on to the next decision and
which focuses on one problem at a time in a less-than-general purpose statistical
language model.
If a general-purpose language model is still to be developed and applied within
generation, the language model might first be refined in isolation using a new model
metric, “feature-value error rate”, which would be more predictive of generation accuracy than cross-entropy because it is only concerned with relative ordering of featurevalue probabilities, not in the exact absolute probability of each feature.
Sixth, it is possible that the choice of using a machine-learned Bayesian network
as the means of approximating the joint distribution of the chosen variables was a
bad decision, or perhaps the implementation used was inadequate for learning these
kinds of patterns. In future research, a similar joint distribution of the same kinds
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of features will again be used in modeling language, but instead of compiling the
statistics into a Bayesian network, probabilities will be calculated more directly from
the raw statistics cached in an ADtree. See (Moore and Lee, 1998).
Seventh, it was an ad hoc decision to use the same marginal (single node) distribution for both the external score of the root of the syntax tree and the external score
used in the temporary search heuristic. This distribution should be replaced by two
separate probability distributions. The marginal distribution can still be used for the
search heuristic, but a new conditional distribution would be used for the external
score of the root node, which represents the probability of that word given that it is
the root of the tree.
Finally, the n-gram model has been around long enough to be benefited from refinements such as the various smoothing methods mentioned in (Chen and Goodman,
1996). This syntax model has not yet been brought to a comparable state of refinement. Using a featurized dependency syntax model is still a promising research area
that will likely bear more fruit in the near future as these difficulties are taken into
account.
Some additional items to note about the methods used in this thesis include the
following. With an n-gram model, it would be relatively simple to retrain it for use in
a new domain or language, but with a syntactic SLM, maintenance is harder because
a new manually annotated corpus may need to be created for the language model to
be trained for each desired domain and language. Symbolic systems have their own
trade-off in the cost of developing a complex set of rules as they scale up to broader
and broader coverage of a language.

But it is believed that the cost of additional

annotations are still less expensive than the process of manually revising a symbolic
rule base.
Other costs associated with the methods examined in this thesis (as compared to
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the n-gram model that is also used in HALogen) are twice as much code to maintain
and an order of magnitude larger run-time and memory requirements for generating
an average sentence.

The building of a Bayesian network from a large corpus has

its own significant time and space complexity, which, even though this is done once
for an indefinite number of output sentences, does add to the maintenance cost if the
corpus data changes.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1

Contributions

A new language model based on featurized dependency syntax has been described,
analyzed, and explained in the context of natural language generation using three
measures of accuracy, as well as in isolation with the use of cross-entropy.

The

generation system was applied to the publicly available Penn Treebank, and its output
was scored using widely-used generation accuracy measurements so that comparison
with other systems can be done easily. Solutions to some of the challenges in applying
Bayesian networks to a real-world problem were discussed.
To our knowledge, Bayesian networks, with or without context specific independence, have not yet been used as an SLM, including an SLM applied to surface
realization. This study was unique in its applying a single syntax-based SLM, which
has been built to handle all aspects of modeling grammatical and fluent language, to
linearization.
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5.2

Conclusions
It was demonstrated that the chosen Bayesian network learner, the WinMine

toolkit, is not able to learn syntactic feature dependencies, in the form of a Bayesian
network with tree-shaped local structures, that can discriminate between the correct
and incorrect alternative linguistic constructions generated by the HALogen generator, better than an n-gram model, given the chosen feature structure and available
training data and memory. The way the Bayesian network was learned by WinMine,
the feature-value relationships it found, the large number of features and values used,
the use of a single language model for all decisions, and the memory constraints encountered each contributed to this. In the future, applying the same methods to a
simpler feature space and applying a less fracturing form of statistics (e.g. ADtrees)
to the same feature space will be tested.
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Appendix A
Forest
The forest produced for the sentence “Those days are gone .” using minimally specified generation parameters.

TOP 1.0 :HIDX 2 --> BOS.1 BOS.2 NIL.67 BOS.1

BOS.1 1.0 :CAT BOS :ROLE0 BOS :BASE "</s>" :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE OTHER :CAT1 NONE --> "</s>"

BOS.2 1.0 :CAT BOS :ROLE0 BOS :BASE "<s>" :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE OTHER :CAT1 NONE --> "<s>"

NIL.67 1.0 :HIDX 0 --> NIL.65 PUNC.66

NIL.65 1.0 :HIDX 1 --> NIL.7 NIL.64

NIL.7 1.0 :HIDX 1 --> DT.3 NIL.6

DT.3 1.0 :ROLE0 :DETERMINER :CAT DT :BASE "those" :GROUP_TYPE OTHER :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :CAT1 NONE --> "those"

NIL.6 1.0 OR--> NN.4 NN.5

NN.4 1.0 :CAT NN :BASE "day" :GROUP_TYPE NP :LOGICAL_ROLE ADJUNCT :ROLE0 SUBJECT :DETERMINERP YES :DEFINITEP YES :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE
:ROLE_MARKERP NONE :PREDETERMINERP NO :CAT1 COMMON :NUMBER SINGULAR --> "day"

NN.5 1.0 :BASE "day" :CAT NN :GROUP_TYPE NP :LOGICAL_ROLE ADJUNCT :ROLE0 SUBJECT :DETERMINERP YES :DEFINITEP YES :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE
:ROLE_MARKERP NONE :PREDETERMINERP NO :CAT1 COMMON :NUMBER PLURAL --> "days"

NIL.64 1.0 :HIDX 0 --> NIL.16 NIL.63

NIL.16 1.0 OR--> NIL.10 NIL.15

NIL.10 1.0 OR--> VV.8 VV.9
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VV.8 1.0 :BASE "be" :CAT VV :ROLE0 VV :GROUP_TYPE CLAUSE :CAT1 INDICATIVE :MOODP INDICATIVE :SUBJECT_POSITIONP DEFAULT :SUBJECT_POSITION
TAKEN :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :POLARITYP POSITIVE :MODALP NONE :TAXISP NONE :ASPECTP SIMPLE :VOICEP ACTIVE
:EMPHATICP NO :TENSE PAST :NUMBER SINGULAR --> "was"

VV.9 1.0 :BASE "be" :CAT VV :ROLE0 VV :GROUP_TYPE CLAUSE :CAT1 INDICATIVE :MOODP INDICATIVE :SUBJECT_POSITIONP DEFAULT :SUBJECT_POSITION
TAKEN :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :POLARITYP POSITIVE :MODALP NONE :TAXISP NONE :ASPECTP SIMPLE :VOICEP ACTIVE
:EMPHATICP NO :TENSE PAST :NUMBER PLURAL --> "were"

NIL.15 1.0 OR--> NIL.13 VV.14

NIL.13 1.0 OR--> VV.11 VV.12

VV.11 1.0 :BASE "be" :CAT VV :ROLE0 VV :GROUP_TYPE CLAUSE :CAT1 INDICATIVE :MOODP INDICATIVE :SUBJECT_POSITIONP DEFAULT
:SUBJECT_POSITION TAKEN :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :POLARITYP POSITIVE :MODALP NONE :TAXISP NONE :ASPECTP SIMPLE
:VOICEP ACTIVE :EMPHATICP NO :TENSE PRESENT :NUMBER SINGULAR --> "am"

VV.12 1.0 :BASE "be" :CAT VV :ROLE0 VV :GROUP_TYPE CLAUSE :CAT1 INDICATIVE :MOODP INDICATIVE :SUBJECT_POSITIONP DEFAULT
:SUBJECT_POSITION TAKEN :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :POLARITYP POSITIVE :MODALP NONE :TAXISP NONE :ASPECTP SIMPLE
:VOICEP ACTIVE :EMPHATICP NO :TENSE PRESENT :NUMBER SINGULAR --> "is"

VV.14 1.0 :BASE "be" :CAT VV :ROLE0 VV :GROUP_TYPE CLAUSE :CAT1 INDICATIVE :MOODP INDICATIVE :SUBJECT_POSITIONP DEFAULT
:SUBJECT_POSITION TAKEN :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :POLARITYP POSITIVE :MODALP NONE :TAXISP NONE :ASPECTP SIMPLE
:VOICEP ACTIVE :EMPHATICP NO :TENSE PRESENT :NUMBER PLURAL --> "are"

NIL.63 1.0 OR--> NIL.28 NIL.56 NIL.62

NIL.28 1.0 OR--> NIL.21 VV.22 NIL.25 VV.26 VV.27

NIL.21 1.0 OR--> VV.17 NIL.20

VV.17 1.0 :BASE "go" :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE CLAUSE :CAT1 INDICATIVE :MOODP INDICATIVE
:MODALP NONE :TAXISP NONE :ASPECTP SIMPLE :VOICEP ACTIVE :EMPHATICP NO :CAT VV :TENSE PAST :NUMBER NONE --> "went"

NIL.20 1.0 OR--> VV.18 VV.19

VV.18 1.0 :BASE "go" :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE CLAUSE :CAT1 INDICATIVE :MOODP INDICATIVE
:MODALP NONE :TAXISP NONE :ASPECTP SIMPLE :VOICEP ACTIVE :EMPHATICP NO :CAT VV :TENSE PRESENT :NUMBER SINGULAR --> "goes"

VV.19 1.0 :BASE "go" :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE CLAUSE :CAT1 INDICATIVE :MOODP INDICATIVE
:MODALP NONE :TAXISP NONE :ASPECTP SIMPLE :VOICEP ACTIVE :EMPHATICP NO :CAT VV :TENSE PRESENT :NUMBER PLURAL --> "go"

VV.22 1.0 :BASE "go" :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE CLAUSE :CAT1 PRESENT_PARTICIPLE
:MOODP PRESENT_PARTICIPLE :MODALP NONE :TAXISP NONE :ASPECTP SIMPLE :VOICEP ACTIVE :EMPHATICP NO :CAT VV --> "going"

NIL.25 1.0 :MOOD TO_INFINITIVE :HIDX 1 --> TO.23 VV.24

TO.23 1.0 :CAT TO :ROLE0 TO_INFINITIVE :BASE "to" :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE OTHER :CAT1 NONE --> "to"

VV.24 1.0 :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :BASE "go" :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE CLAUSE :MOODP TO_INFINITIVE
:LEFT_MOST_AUXILIARY TO_INFINITIVE :CAT1 INFINITIVE :MODALP NONE :TAXISP NONE :ASPECTP SIMPLE :VOICEP ACTIVE :EMPHATICP NO :CAT VV --> "go"

VV.26 1.0 :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :BASE "go" :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE CLAUSE :CAT1 INFINITIVE :MOODP INFINITIVE
:MODALP NONE :TAXISP NONE :ASPECTP SIMPLE :VOICEP ACTIVE :EMPHATICP NO :CAT VV --> "go"

VV.27 1.0 :BASE "go" :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE CLAUSE :CAT1 PAST_PARTICIPLE :MOODP PAST_PARTICIPLE
:MODALP NONE :TAXISP NONE :ASPECTP SIMPLE :VOICEP ACTIVE :EMPHATICP NO :CAT VV --> "gone"
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NIL.56 1.0 OR--> NIL.35 NIL.55

NIL.35 1.0 :HIDX 1 --> DT.29 NIL.34

DT.29 1.0 :ROLE0 :DETERMINER :SEM DEF_DET :CAT DT :BASE "the" :GROUP_TYPE OTHER :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :CAT1 NONE --> "the"

NIL.34 1.0 OR--> NN.30 NIL.33

NN.30 1.0 :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :BASE "go" :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE NP :PREDETERMINERP NO :DETERMINERP YES
:DEFINITEP YES :CAT NN :CAT1 COMMON :NUMBER SINGULAR --> "go"

NIL.33 1.0 OR--> NN.31 NN.32

NN.31 1.0 :BASE "go" :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE NP :PREDETERMINERP NO :DETERMINERP YES
:DEFINITEP YES :CAT NN :CAT1 COMMON :NUMBER PLURAL --> "gos"

NN.32 1.0 :BASE "go" :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE NP :PREDETERMINERP NO :DETERMINERP YES
:DEFINITEP YES :CAT NN :CAT1 COMMON :NUMBER PLURAL --> "goes"

NIL.55 1.0 OR--> NIL.49 NIL.54

NIL.49 1.0 OR--> NIL.42 NIL.44 NIL.46 NIL.48

NIL.42 1.0 :HIDX 1 --> DT.36 NIL.41

DT.36 1.0 :ROLE0 :DETERMINER :SEM INDEF_DET :CAT DT :BASE "some" :GROUP_TYPE OTHER :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE
:CAT1 NONE --> "some"

NIL.41 1.0 OR--> NN.37 NIL.40

NN.37 1.0 :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :BASE "go" :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE NP :PREDETERMINERP NO :DETERMINERP YES
:DEFINITEP NO :CAT NN :CAT1 COMMON :NUMBER SINGULAR --> "go"

NIL.40 1.0 OR--> NN.38 NN.39

NN.38 1.0 :BASE "go" :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE NP :PREDETERMINERP NO :DETERMINERP YES
:DEFINITEP NO :CAT NN :CAT1 COMMON :NUMBER PLURAL --> "gos"

NN.39 1.0 :BASE "go" :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE NP :PREDETERMINERP NO :DETERMINERP YES
:DEFINITEP NO :CAT NN :CAT1 COMMON :NUMBER PLURAL --> "goes"

NIL.44 1.0 :HIDX 1 --> DT.43 NIL.41

DT.43 1.0 :ROLE0 :DETERMINER :SEM INDEF_DET :CAT DT :BASE "any" :GROUP_TYPE OTHER :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :CAT1 NONE --> "any"

NIL.46 1.0 :HIDX 1 --> DT.45 NIL.41

DT.45 1.0 :ROLE0 :DETERMINER :SEM INDEF_DET :CAT DT :BASE "an" :GROUP_TYPE OTHER :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :CAT1 NONE --> "an"

NIL.48 1.0 :HIDX 1 --> DT.47 NIL.41

DT.47 1.0 :ROLE0 :DETERMINER :SEM INDEF_DET :CAT DT :BASE "a" :GROUP_TYPE OTHER :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :CAT1 NONE --> "a"

NIL.54 1.0 OR--> NN.50 NIL.53
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NN.50 1.0 :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :BASE "go" :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE NP :PREDETERMINERP NO :DETERMINERP NO :DEFINITEP NO
:CAT NN :CAT1 COMMON :NUMBER SINGULAR --> "go"

NIL.53 1.0 OR--> NN.51 NN.52

NN.51 1.0 :BASE "go" :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE NP :PREDETERMINERP NO :DETERMINERP NO :DEFINITEP NO
:CAT NN :CAT1 COMMON :NUMBER PLURAL --> "gos"

NN.52 1.0 :BASE "go" :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE NP :PREDETERMINERP NO :DETERMINERP NO :DEFINITEP NO
:CAT NN :CAT1 COMMON :NUMBER PLURAL --> "goes"

NIL.62 1.0 OR--> NN.57 NIL.60 JJ.61

NN.57 1.0 :CAT NN :BASE "go" :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE OTHER :CAT1 COMMON :NUMBER SINGULAR --> "go"

NIL.60 1.0 OR--> VV.58 VV.59

VV.58 1.0 :BASE "go" :CAT VV :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE OTHER :CAT1 PRESENT_PARTICIPLE --> "going"

VV.59 1.0 :BASE "go" :CAT VV :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE OTHER :CAT1 PAST_PARTICIPLE --> "gone"

JJ.61 1.0 :CAT JJ :BASE "go" :ROLE0 :PREDICATE :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE OTHER :CAT1 NONE --> "go"

PUNC.66 1.0 :SEM PERIOD :CAT PUNC_PER :ROLE0 PUNC_PER :BASE "." :JUNCTION_MARKERP NONE :ROLE_MARKERP NONE :GROUP_TYPE OTHER :CAT1 NONE --> "."
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Appendix B
Bayesian Newtork
Portions of the XML file used to store a Bayesian network learned for representing
head-child word relationships in a featurized dependency syntax language model.

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<AnalysisNotebook>
<Variables>
<Variable name="aspectp" tag="13" type="categorical">
<State index="0" name="CONTINUOUS"/>
<State index="1" name="NA"/>
<State index="2" name="SIMPLE"/>
</Variable>
<Variable name="base__!" tag="6174" type="categorical">
<State index="0" name="Not T"/>
<State index="1" name="T"/>
</Variable>
<Variable name="base__#" tag="7554" type="categorical">
<State index="0" name="Not T"/>
<State index="1" name="T"/>
</Variable>
<Variable name="base__$" tag="685" type="categorical">
<State index="0" name="Not T"/>
<State index="1" name="T"/>
</Variable>
<Variable name="base__%" tag="580" type="categorical">
<State index="0" name="Not T"/>
<State index="1" name="T"/>
</Variable>
<Variable name="base__&amp;" tag="385" type="categorical">
<State index="0" name="Not T"/>
<State index="1" name="T"/>
</Variable>
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...
...
...

</Variable>
<Variable name="role_markerp__with" tag="157" type="categorical">
<State index="0" name="Not T"/>
<State index="1" name="T"/>
</Variable>
<Variable name="role_markerp__within" tag="6084" type="categorical">
<State index="0" name="Not T"/>
<State index="1" name="T"/>
</Variable>
<Variable name="role_markerp__without" tag="1316" type="categorical">
<State index="0" name="Not T"/>
<State index="1" name="T"/>
</Variable>
<Variable name="role_markerp__worth" tag="7880" type="categorical">
<State index="0" name="Not T"/>
<State index="1" name="T"/>
</Variable>
<Variable name="role_markerp__yen" tag="5666" type="categorical">
<State index="0" name="Not T"/>
<State index="1" name="T"/>
</Variable>
<Variable name="subject_position" tag="17" type="categorical">
<State index="0" name="AFTER_AUXILIARY"/>
<State index="1" name="AFTER_NONAUXILIARY_FINITE"/>
<State index="2" name="DEFAULT"/>
<State index="3" name="FINAL"/>
<State index="4" name="NA"/>
<State index="5" name="NONE"/>
</Variable>
<Variable name="taxisp" tag="12" type="categorical">
<State index="0" name="NA"/>
<State index="1" name="NO"/>
<State index="2" name="PERFECT"/>
</Variable>
<Variable name="tense" tag="4" type="categorical">
<State index="0" name="MODAL"/>
<State index="1" name="NA"/>
<State index="2" name="NONE"/>
<State index="3" name="PAST"/>
<State index="4" name="PRESENT"/>
</Variable>
<Variable name="voicep" tag="14" type="categorical">
<State index="0" name="ACTIVE"/>
<State index="1" name="NA"/>
<State index="2" name="PASSIVE"/>
</Variable>
</Variables>
<Model name="">
<LocalModels>
<LocalModel variable="aspectp">
<Inputs>
<Input variable="role_markerp__NONE"/>
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<Input variable="modalp"/>
<Input variable="subject_position"/>
<Input variable="h_tense"/>
<Input variable="h_group_type"/>
<Input variable="base__BE"/>
<Input variable="role_markerp__of"/>
<Input variable="base__HAVE"/>
<Input variable="h_base__SAY"/>
<Input variable="role_markerp__that"/>
<Input variable="base__SAY"/>
<Input variable="h_base__APPEAR"/>
<Input variable="base__TALK"/>
<Input variable="base__STUDY"/>
<Input variable="base__WORK"/>
<Input variable="base__DO"/>
<Input variable="base__YIELD"/>
<Input variable="h_base__THINK"/>
<Input variable="base__CONSIDER"/>
<Input variable="base__GO"/>
<Input variable="base__LOOK"/>
<Input variable="base__TRY"/>
<Input variable="base__OFFER"/>
<Input variable="role_markerp__what"/>
<Input variable="h_base__SEEM"/>
<Input variable="base__GET"/>
<Input variable="base__SEEK"/>
<Input variable="base__BUY"/>
<Input variable="base__DISCUSS"/>
<Input variable="base__WAIT"/>
<Input variable="base__STRUGGLE"/>
<Input variable="base__INVESTIGATE"/>
<Input variable="base__NEGOTIATE"/>
<Input variable="base__BET"/>
</Inputs>
<DecisionTree>
<Vertex split="subject_position" splitScore="368733">
<Branch>
<Values>4</Values>
<Leaf>
<Multinomial>
<Probs>1.05103e-006 0.999998 1.05103e-006</Probs>
<Counts>0 951448 0</Counts>
<PriorCounts>1 1 1</PriorCounts>
</Multinomial>
</Leaf>
</Branch>
<Branch>
<Values>0 1 2 3 5</Values>
<Vertex split="subject_position" splitScore="707.906">
<Branch>
<Values>2</Values>
<Vertex split="base__BE" splitScore="625.525">
<Branch>
<Values>0</Values>
<Vertex split="base__SAY" splitScore="365.204">
<Branch>
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<Values>0</Values>
<Vertex split="modalp" splitScore="283.142">
<Branch>
<Values>8</Values>
<Vertex split="base__GO" splitScore="247.773">
<Branch>
<Values>0</Values>
<Vertex split="base__TRY" splitScore="123.909">
<Branch>
<Values>0</Values>
<Vertex split="base__LOOK" splitScore="101.469">
<Branch>

...
...
...

<Branch>
<Values>1</Values>
<Vertex split="h_tense" splitScore="3.14015">
<Branch>
<Values>2</Values>
<Leaf>
<Multinomial>
<Probs>0.0357143 0.0357143 0.928571</Probs>
<Counts>0 0 25</Counts>
<PriorCounts>1 1 1</PriorCounts>
</Multinomial>
</Leaf>
</Branch>
<Branch>
<Values>0 1 3 4</Values>
<Leaf>
<Multinomial>
<Probs>0.542289 0.00497512 0.452736</Probs>
<Counts>108 0 90</Counts>
<PriorCounts>1 1 1</PriorCounts>
</Multinomial>
</Leaf>
</Branch>
</Vertex>
</Branch>
</Vertex>
</Branch>
<Branch>
<Values>1</Values>
<Vertex split="h_base__SAY" splitScore="4.49133">
<Branch>
<Values>0</Values>
<Vertex split="h_base__THINK" splitScore="1.52961">
<Branch>
<Values>0</Values>
<Leaf>
<Multinomial>
<Probs>0.342612 0.00214133 0.655246</Probs>
<Counts>159 0 305</Counts>
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<PriorCounts>1 1 1</PriorCounts>
</Multinomial>
</Leaf>
</Branch>
<Branch>
<Values>1</Values>
<Leaf>
<Multinomial>
<Probs>0.888889 0.0555556 0.0555556</Probs>
<Counts>15 0 0</Counts>
<PriorCounts>1 1 1</PriorCounts>
</Multinomial>
</Leaf>
</Branch>
</Vertex>
</Branch>
<Branch>
<Values>1</Values>
<Leaf>
<Multinomial>
<Probs>0.69697 0.010101 0.292929</Probs>
<Counts>68 0 28</Counts>
<PriorCounts>1 1 1</PriorCounts>
</Multinomial>
</Leaf>
</Branch>
</Vertex>
</Branch>
</Vertex>
</Branch>
<Branch>
<Values>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12</Values>
<Leaf>
<Multinomial>
<Probs>0.0144661 0.000114811 0.985419</Probs>
<Counts>125 0 8582</Counts>
<PriorCounts>1 1 1</PriorCounts>
</Multinomial>
</Leaf>
</Branch>
</Vertex>
</Branch>
<Branch>
<Values>1</Values>
<Vertex split="h_base__SAY" splitScore="13.9631">
<Branch>
<Values>0</Values>
<Leaf>
<Multinomial>
<Probs>0.00248984 0.000131044 0.997379</Probs>
<Counts>18 0 7610</Counts>
<PriorCounts>1 1 1</PriorCounts>
</Multinomial>
</Leaf>
</Branch>
<Branch>
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<Values>1</Values>
<Leaf>
<Multinomial>
<Probs>0.181818 0.0181818 0.8</Probs>
<Counts>9 0 43</Counts>
<PriorCounts>1 1 1</PriorCounts>
</Multinomial>
</Leaf>
</Branch>
</Vertex>
</Branch>
</Vertex>
</Branch>
<Branch>
<Values>1</Values>
<Leaf>
<Multinomial>
<Probs>0.000717589 7.97321e-005 0.999203</Probs>
<Counts>8 0 12531</Counts>
<PriorCounts>1 1 1</PriorCounts>
</Multinomial>
</Leaf>
</Branch>
</Vertex>
</Branch>

...
...
...
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